We think of your future!
Reinert flame weeding.
Without herbizides for a healthy nature.
www.abflammtechnik.de

The environmentally sound weed removing.
For commercial & private purposes
In public & private landscaping

Break new ground.

Unique burner technology.

Set new environmentally standards for
weed removing

As the leading manufacturer in the field of
thermal weed removing in Europe, we offer
the most effective burner technology among
all industry partners.

Preservation of the nature is our task. Please also contribute to this.
We must all break new ground to ensure
an environmentally sound interaction between man and nature

With our device program we make the alternative weed removal possible in practical,
economical and environmental manner.

With Reinert flame weeding chemical pesticides can be completely dispensed with.
This is our claim

Our product range includes innovative and
professional solutions for the following areas:
•
•
•

By using the flame weeding you contribute
to an intact ecosystem by natural means.

Due to our unique burner technology there can be produced the maximum possible
temperatures of 1.925°C with propane gas.
An optimal gas-air mixture ensures a completely residue-free combustion.

Innovative Technologie.
Made in Germany.
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture and horticulture,
Gardening and landscape maintenance,
Landscaping of commercial, municipal
and private sectors.

The more efficient method.

environmentally sound
efficient, clean + free of residue
easy handling
comfortable
robust + maintenance low

With using this method the plant parts are
not burned, but the rapid increase of temperature to at least 70 °C causes the bursting
of the cell walls.
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The cell structure of the wild herbs is thereby destroyed and the cells die.
The laterally sharp heat protection of our
high-performance burners makes a very
precise and targeted work possible.
The use of our device technology is easily
possible on all court surfaces.
For example on paved areas, water-bound
paths and squares or on cinder tracks and
pitches.
The regrowth is reduced. Seeds and root
systems are destroyed.

Large product range.
On the following pages you will find an excerpt of our product diversity.
From a portable hand-held through a manually-operated device up to a surface-mounted flame-retardant device – we can offer the
individual device for you for each application
and every size of surface.
Take advantage of our many years of experience in flame technology!
Since 1973 we develop and produce innovative quality products with high performance, low consumption and long lifetime.
Environmentally sound, efficient and safe.

T 111 K
Portable flame weeding device
The light, quick moving professional flame
weeding device with transport cart for a 11
kg gas bottle.
Universally and lightly applicable for smaller
surfaces in all areas.
This device is characterized by a simple
and uncomplicated use.
Depending on the requirements it is available in three different working widths: Either in
100, 130 or 160 mm

T 111 K
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T 105 R
Portable flame weeding device
The small flame weeding device with back
carrying rack is suitable for a 5 kg gas.

T 105 R

It is simple to handle and Es ist einfach in
der Handhabung and applicable in places
with difficult access.
Available depending on the working widths
(100, 130 or 160 mm).
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X 500 S

X 500 S

Mobile flame weeding device

Professional, light and flexible. For private,
municipal and commerial use.

Equipped with high performance pole burners which have a working width of 50 or 60
cm. Low gas consumption and easy handling.

Reinert flame weeding.
The trend-setting and
gentle maintenance of
deverse surfaces.
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X 1050 S

(manually movable)

Mobile flame weeding device

X 1050 S

The efficient and powerful weeding devices.
Optionally availble with or without traction
drive.
The efficient and powerful weeding devices.
Optionally availble with or without traction
drive.
Suited for a large area of applications in private and public landscaping. Also suitable
for commercial and private purposes.
Perfectly applicable on all water-bound
paths and places, paved areas, kerbs, cinder tracks and pitches, as well as cemeteries and parks.
Available depending on the working widths
(60, 80 or 100 mm). With traction drive also
available in 120 or 150 cm.

Reinert flame weeding.
Break new ground in an
environmentally conscious
manner.
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X 1050 A
X 1050 A

(with traction drive)

Mobile flame weeding device
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Precise and targeted work
by sharp heat protection.

X 1000 H

X 1000 H

Mounted flame weeding device
The compact and robust device as alternative to the three point tractor attachment.
Hydraulically adjustable on both sides over
a range of 40 cm for off-center use.
The efficient and professional technique for
rear and front attachment.
Targeted and effective surface treatments
possible in different working widths.
Available in 100, 120, 150, 180 or 200 cm.
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X 1000 F

X 1000 F / X 2000 F

Mounted flame weeding device
The reliable and strong flame weeding device for the front attachment.
The burner unit of the tractor is mounted in
the front and is laterally adjustable over a
range of 40 cm.
The gas supply is separately mounted to
the three-point rear attachment and consists of individual gas bottles (X 1000F) or a
gas tank (X 2000 F).
Available in the working widths 100, 120,
150, 180 or 200 cm.
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X 211 SI

X 211 SI

Mobile flame weeding device
This infrared flame weeding device was designed for full-surface treatment.
Equipped with non-breakable infrared heaters from stainless steel, it complements
our wide range of devices.
Available in the working widths 50 or 75 cm.
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X 2000 AS

X 2000 AS

Mounted flame weeding device
The extraordinary and high-performance
flame weeding device which can be mounted to all cantilever arms.
Specially designed for demanding and hard
to reach application areas.
Available in the working widths 100, 120,

Reinert flame weeding.
Clean, efficient and absolutely environmentally sound.
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„Already accomplish today
what others not think about until tomorrow.“
Heraklit (550-480 v. Chr.)

REINERT
Metallbau GmbH
Am Weidenpark 3
D-91746 Weidenbach

Phone: +49 (0) 98 26 / 8 72 91 - 0
Fax:
+49 (0) 98 26 / 8 72 91 - 99
E-Mail: info@reinertnet.de

